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Shrieking Violet.

It’s annoying when people go on about the weather — fixate on Manchester’s
raininess for example, but it would seem a bit spoilsportish to let the winter pass
without commenting on the record amounts of snow we seem to have had
this year.
The city has been veiled in fluffy showers and carpeted in crunchy white stuff more often
than has happened for a long time The city has been transformed with rare sights - rows
of icicles hanging from the Store Street bridge. Canals completely frozen over with footprints down the middle where foolhardy folk have taken shortcuts across them. Snowmen
of all shapes and sizes adding to the human population. Jutland Street, steepest street in
the city centre, transformed into a snowboarding slope.
Just when it thaws and you think it’s almost spring, it’s back again.
A few weeks ago when it seemed that all the snow had gone, I went for a cycle ride along
the Ashton Canal, taking advantage of one of those perfect winter sunsets covered with
puffy, swollen clouds, yellow like fading bruises. A huge, orange-yellow moon was swinging
low in the sky. As I got out towards Sportcity the wispy tones of an icecream van struck up
amongst the boarded up housing estates of Ancoats — just before a powdery shower of
snow fell out of nowhere. A bizarre experience. And when I got back to the city centre
no-one believed I had been snowed on! But
in the few weeks since then, we’ve had more
isolated snow showers, so it looks like we
haven’t seen the back of the winter yet and
Euphemia P Niblock has written a far more
eloquent tribute than I ever could.
It would also be a shame to let an issue
pass without mourning the loss of URBIS,a
Manchester icon which will never see another spring.
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Experimental mushroom soup
I SEE soup-making as a creative act: it's got all the ingredients that go into a normal meal, but
blended together to make something new. Things that are good by themselves are even better in close proximity with something else.
Serves three reasonably generously (I ALWAYS find that soup recipes feed far fewer people than
they claim to).
Takes less than half an hour.
Just over 400g mushrooms (I couldn't decide which to buy. I spent a while looking at the closed
cup type before deciding that they were a bit pale and polite looking and I wanted my soup to
be a dark, speckly, satisfying colour. The large, flat variety looked more exciting - I love the
pleated texture on their undersides and the contrast in colours between rock-coloured off-white
and earthy, foresty brown . 400g was six of these.).
4-5 cloves of garlic, depending how much garlic you like (I generally feel like a meal isn't a real
meal if it hasn't got any garlic in it)
Four tablespoons butter (or vegetarian/vegan equivalent.)
Four tablespoons flour
600ml milk (or vegetarian/vegan equivalent)
500ml vegetable stock
Up to about 200ml water
One and a half teaspoons lemon juice
Nutmeg
Salt and pepper to season
Melt the butter in a large pan. Add the garlic, chopped, and mushrooms, chopped into cubes,
and stir so they are all covered by butter (as much as is reasonably possible depending on the
space in your pan). Fry on a low heat until they start to look cooked - ie, glossy and a darker
colour than they were before you started.
Stir in the milk gradually and stir a few times.
Add the flour gradually and stir. Turn up the heat and the soup will thicken.
Add the stock gradually, stirring all the while. Add water if your soup is looking thicker than
you want it to.
Add the lemon juice and stir in.
Using a hand blender, blend the soup until it is as smooth as you want it to be.
Add more water if desired.
Finely grate some nutmeg on top - not much, just a sprinkling, then stir in.
Season with salt and lots of black pepper.
Eat with lots of toasted, crusty bread and butter.
by Natalie Bradbury
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My sister’s red cabbage
recipe (as told by Anthony Watt)
Red Cabbage from Yvonne Granell
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Goodbye, URBIS (2002-2010)

by Natalie Bradbury

“This landlocked building, URBIS, sleek and unexpected, has turned its back on the
River Irwell, to face the town and its compact, self-contained centre. Shivering in its glass
cladding like a customised iceberg, Urbis belongs to a fleet…[of] boats which do not travel
but are themselves the inspiration for travel by others: visitor destinations, attractors,
flexible in usage, weather - resistant, brought into being with the death of the industrial
process.” Iain Sinclair, London based writer and psychogeographer, who was commissioned to
visit and produce a response to Manchester in summer 2009, quoted in the best-of URBIS exhibition URBIS Has Left the Building: Six Years of the Best Exhibitions in Pop Culture.

1 small red cabbage
350g (12-oz) cooking apples (about 2 medium sized) peeled, cored
and chopped
150-ml water (1/4 pint)
40g (1 1/2 oz) sugar (brown)
1 x 5-ml (1 teaspoon) salt
3 cloves
5 x 5-ml (5 teaspoons) vinegar
50g (2-oz) butter
1 x 15-ml (1 teaspoon) redcurrant jelly

Cooking time 45 minutes

Finely shred the cabbage, removing the hard stalk and place with
the apples and water in a pan.
Add sugar, salt & cloves, cover and simmer till tender (about
45 minutes). Remove cloves, add the vinegar, butter and redcurrant jelly and stir until the butter has melted.
Taste and adjust seasoning.
To freeze: turn into a rigid carton. cool, cover, label.
To serve: thaw overnight in the fridge, put in a non-stick pan
& reheat gently.

At 6pm on Saturday 27 February, the museum known as URBIS shut its doors forever. After its
exhibitions have been dismantled, it will be refitted before reopening again as the National Football Museum in 2011. Read the Manchester Evening News or the City Council website and they’re
full of triumph about how the city has won the National Football Museum from Preston, and what
a benefit it will be to the city. Manchester is famous world-over for football. The football museum
was struggling in Preston and URBIS, a sort of awkward, unwieldy hybrid of popular culture forum
and city museum, was failing to attract enough visitors. The idea was simple: quietly close one of
Manchester’s flagship post-bomb projects (as Sinclair puts it, ‘an icon for the new theology of capital and regeneration’), which wasn’t doing as well as hoped, and replace it with a sure-fire
crowd pleaser.
I, along with many others, was sad about URBIS closing, but didn’t realise the full extent of what
the city will be losing until I went to say my final goodbyes by visiting the URBIS Has Left the
Building retrospective.
On the sunny Saturday I went, URBIS was packed. Children ran through the displays, teenagers
lurked in groups, couples scrutinised displays intently. It was alive with a cross-section of the city.
By the message boards, where people could pin their comments, the conversations I overheard expressed shock and dismay. Reading the comments, a theme emerged; ‘We like football, but we like
URBIS better’. ‘We like football BUT… there’s more to Manchester than football’. People are interested in football, but we already all know Manchester likes football. The people of Preston were,
understandably, upset about losing their museum (facebook groups were formed both to keep the
football museum in Preston and URBIS in Manchester), and it seems that even those in Manchester who like football are upset about losing theirs.
Manchester has a great variety of museums, dedicated to all manner of specialist topics — from
the police to the Pankhursts, the working classes to transport. But URBIS was separate. Its name
means literally ‘from the city’. Museums dedicated to one subject are the type of place you might
visit as a one off, out of curiosity, but unless you’re a real enthusiast, you’re unlikely to visit again
and again. URBIS, on the other hand, by being so broad, attracted what Sinclair termed ‘casual pilgrims’, from tourists wondering where to start to Mancunians who could discover sides to the city
they’d never seen before.
Some of my favourite exhibitions at URBIS were encountered before you even reached the main
exhibition space. Aidan O’Rourke’s Manchester epic mega-photo in the foyer challenged you to try
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to identify a fast-changing city scape. In the corridor space in between the shop and the entrance,
photographers documented often underlooked area of city life, with changing displays ranging from
portraits of the ‘goth’ and ‘emo’ kids who frequent Cathedral Gardens immediately outside URBIS
to affectionately shot greasy spoons and an overview of the of the Curry Mile.
URBIS showcased movements and ideas not usually found in museums, from Urban Exploration
— Andrew Paul Brooks’ photographs of hidden Manchester were taken with the help of the secret
network of clandestine adventurers — to guerrilla gardening, Manga, computer games, street art
and even hip-hop.
In a pessimistic opinion piece on the Culture24 website, however, URBIS’s creative executive
Vaughan Allen explores the failures of building a museum to popular culture:
“Attempts to found museums based around still-living, still-developing expressions of popular activity have floundered on one simple issue: if it's already out there, already happening, it can't be
captured and can't be (literally) encased.”
To him, the difficulty of capturing popular culture in a museum is “it’s about something that's fleetingly experienced and then passes away”. But surely the point of URBIS wasn’t to be or recreate
popular culture. As Sinclair implies in his description of URBIS, it’s merely a vessel to find out what
is going on that you may not have heard about, a starting point for other journeys
and adventures.
URBIS was drawn from the city, but it also reminded us of the world outside the city. Some exhibitions were backward looking and trading on past glories — celebrating 25 years since the opening of the Hacienda, for example, but at its best URBIS related Manchester to the wider world,
showing how we‘ve impacted on global events and they have changed the way we live. An exhibition on Emory Douglas and the often misunderstood Black Panthers, for instance, timed with the
election of the first African-American president, Barack Obama, with a link drawn to Manchester‘s
radical history and resistance to the slave trade. Similarly, Leon Reid IV’s installation ‘True Yank’
in Lincoln Square, which dressed a sombre statue of Abraham Lincoln in hip-hop clothes, as part
of the State of the Art: New York exhibition at URBIS, reminded Mancunians of a part of Manchester and its history that‘s often overlooked — Lincoln Square is so named because there‘s a
monument to the sacrifices made by the people of Manchester who boycotted cotton from the
southern American states during the civil war.
Like all good museums should, URBIS inspired discussion and debate. It was more than just a
place to go and look, to observe culture passively. URBIS held city tours, regular language sessions, adult education programmes, urban research forums and the acclaimed Reclaim mentoring
scheme. It hosted events such as festivals, the occasional gig and Manchester zine fest. It acted
as a meeting place and a showcase, holding awards, fashion shows and exhibitions of graduate
art and design.
As Sinclair notes, Ian Simpson’s towering glass structure is somewhat out of place with the historic buildings around it. But, at a certain time of day, as the sun turns the frosted glass on the
upper floors orange and sets over Manchester city centre in all directions, from the cathedral,
Chethams library and the dome of the Corn Exchange to the Arndale, Printworks and CIS tower,
it seems like the best place to watch Manchester past meet Manchester present and
Manchester future.
I won’t reserve judgement on the football museum until I’ve been. Who knows, maybe it will convert me and I will spend hours browsing the nation’s sporting history. But, until then, I’m afraid I think
the closure of URBIS is a big mistake.
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GARY RAN a small film production company, but ran out of money halfway
through the first project, having spent it on weed. He decided not to use the DV
footage and instead finished the film using the built-in camera on his computer.
It was initially going to be a documentary detailing the lives and works of what
he considered to be Manchester’s true underground. Musicians, artists, writers,
that kind of thing. He started by filming himself playing guitar in the front room,
making food, talking to himself and masturbating (although this part was never
intended for the final cut). Eventually, though, he just set the laptop on his stomach and filmed himself sleeping. He changed the title from Ee Y’are MCR to
Manchester Nap and decided it would be an art piece examining the notion of
movement as a means to personal satisfaction. He talked himself into believing
that stasis could be as self-gratifying as motion and began to spend more and
more time sleeping. He slept on the sofa mostly, as well as in his bed. Also at
the dining table, in the bath and on the hallway floor.
Nobody phoned, nobody visited, nobody wrote him letters or emails. When the
film was finished, nobody would show it. He contacted three cinemas in the local
area and the independent art-house theatre was the only one that would even entertain his verbal abstract. He felt aggrieved at the dissemination of cultural artefacts and decided that Hollywood would always have a hold over the film industry.
He took a pen and a sheet of paper and wrote down the following:
Western genius has been forced into submission by the demands of global
capitalism.
He put down the pen, picked a half-smoked joint out of the ashtray and finished
it. He began to feel sleepy. There was no point even switching the camera on.

Nick Mitchell is 34-years old and lives in Manchester. He is a musician of sorts
and runs the boutique record label Golden Lab Records, which takes-up barely
any of his time. Mostly, he writes short stories and has them rejected by publications he admires.
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LA NOUVELLE SCENE FRANCAISE:
PART 1 RETURN TO ANALOGUE

by Adam Faulkner

FRENCH CULTURE is well renowned for exemplary cuisine, stunning architecture and trend setting fashion. However the cultural art form that is music
continues to struggle to make an impact on a world stage.
In the dance related arena, electronic acts such as Daft Punk, Air and in
recent years Justice have made large impacts on young party goers with
other acts from the Ed Banger and Institubes labels blaring out of
French clubs.
After some in-depth research into the French musical underbelly, there appears to be far more than electronic beats which keep the kids dancing.
The following acts, old and new, display invention in response to a relatively unknown musical field.
Phoenix are a four piece band who originated from an affluent suburb of
Paris, emanating from the same musical culture of the 1990s which produced
popular dance acts Air and Daft Punk. The alternative rock band have produced four albums spanning nine years, with the most recent Wolfgang
Amadeus Phoenix released this year. Phoenix recently toured Europe with
headline shows in the UK including London, Manchester and Birmingham.
Turzi clearly derive their musical sounds from the influences of specifically Kraut rock, highlighted by the persistent rhythm, and also progressive rock music, which leans towards the exploration of new and
experimental sounds. The music itself is described as ‘rock disciplinaire’,
which boasts a solid structure of repeated sound patterns. Turzi’s 2007
album ‘A’ exhibits the disciplinary rock perfectly by creating a structured
rhythm to which other sounds are added to and modified.
Of the same ilk is the French indie electronic duo Zombie Zombie, who
boast an impressive range of synthesisers from previous eras at the same
time attempting to keep analogue music alive in an unarguably digital era.
Like Turzi the electronic duo appears to be branching out from the French
electro scene and into a new clique of retro rock activity, which is reminiscent of Silver Apples and Neu!
These three bands may have started in the shadows of their popular electronic comrades but appear to be shining through in a response to their
success in the digital revolution. The digitalised exports dominate listener’s interpretations of the French music scene; however bands such as
these display a small analogue revolution to the dominating digital one.
Their repetitive and modified sounds exhibit there is much more to France
than digital electro beats encouraging listeners to not take for granted
a seemingly passing analogue age.
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In praise of
boardgames
by

Catriona Gray

SITTING DOWN to play a
board game on a rainy day
with friends and biscuits is
the most idyllic thing imaginable. Other than maybe
the two things in the world which, according to Armando Iannucci, give us absolute happiness: taking the shrink wrap off a newly bought CD and seeing other people fail. Luckily, seeing other people fail can be a by-product of playing board games. Unfortunately, nobody buys
CDs anymore.
Back to board games. I was lucky enough to spend part of my Christmas holiday in a comfortable setting with nice food and drink, trying out new board games. As well as classics like
Risk, we played a game my boyfriend gave to me as a present called Mystery of the Abbey. A
thinly veiled adaptation of Umberto Eco’s novel “The Name of the Rose”, Mystery of the Abbey
is a medieval whodunit set in a French Abbey. Players judiciously make their way about abbey
finding clues, using their deductive skills to reveal the culprit (Novice Charles, it transpired in
a suspicious amount of games). It’s the small touches of this game that make it so fun to play
– being able to put other players in penance for misdemeanours such as “spilling communion
wine” and card which requires the game be conducted
entirely
in
Gregorian Chant. It’s infinitely better than
Cluedo and also the
“grown-up” version of
Cluedo, 221B Baker
Street, although I have a
vintage box for it and it is
beautiful. Sometimes the
graphics for board
games are so good they
made you buy something
nobody in their right
mind would ever play
vintage Twister.
In the UK we don’t gen-

On March 12, independent producer
Chris Lane, who lives and works in
Manchester, will be screening Bog
Standard, his new short film about a
toilet… in a toilet, and all readers of
The Shrieking Violet are invited!
The private screening will take
place in the toilet of the Dancehouse
Theatre (on Oxford Road, opposite
the BBC) every 15 minutes from 7.15
onwards, and to attend you need to
reserve your ticket by sending an
EMAIL
IN
ADVANCE
to
ticketline@bogstandardfilm.com with
details of your name, the names of
any guests you intend to bring and
your chosen time.
Full details and available times can
be found on the Bog Standard facebook page www.facebook.com/bogstandardfilm.
Chris is currently filming interviews
with the cast and crew of Bog Standard which will help to give an insight
into the filmmaking process. In the
meantime if you have any questions
about filmmaking in the North West,
Chris welcomes you to get in touch
and can be contacted directly on
07833 228 344.
Links:
North West New Wave
www.northwestnewwave.org.uk
www.facebook.com/northwestnewwave
http://twitter.com/NWNewWave
Bog Standard
www.bogstandardfilm.com
www.facebook.com/bogstandard
www.facebook.com/event.php?eid=326751767144
Film Nights in Manchester
www.kinofilm.org.uk
www.filmonik.com
Examples of Indie Films
www.mancattan.blogspot.com
www.bad-lad.com
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Stephen Scott (Harry) on the set
of Bog Standard © Arkid Studios

Make films, not excuses!
by Peter

Huntley and Chris Lane

THE NAME Manchester is synonymous with music and football, but there’s a growing
discontent with the lack of opportunity for cultural expression in the city in
other fields.
The North West New Wave is a creative and social movement in the North West of
England for indie filmmakers, by indie filmmakers.
The New Wave was born in 2009 when a number of individual artists and film makers discovered that they were all struggling along in the same direction, alone.
“We met largely through film nights; Kinofilm, Filmonik, and realised that we were
doing largely the same things.” said Colin Warhurst, director of Mancatten, one of the
first feature length films to come under the New Wave banner.
A group of individuals, swiftly coalesced into a movement with a desire to empower
DIY film making using the combined experience of a vast group of professionals.
The movement is still emerging from the underground, as awareness of the talent inherent in Manchester and the wider North West begins to spread, around Britain and
the World. But through film festivals and the exposure these bring, films from the New
Wave are now receiving major attention.
Diary of a Bad Lad, directed by Michael Booth and produced by Jon Williams was
made on a budget of just £5000 and is set for a UK theatrical release in late April, with
UK & Ireland DVD across the High St release late May/early June. This is the first major
success for the New Wave, less than a year since it began.
Jon said: “Indie filmmakers have to realise that when you’ve completed your film, the
job’s only half done. You have to be involved in every aspect of ‘getting it out there.’”
Film making encompasses a wealth of problems for the novice film maker. The New
Wave is dedicated to helping people overcome legal, technical and financial problems
in bringing their dreams to life.
The New Wave website www.northwestnewwave.org.uk is run on a voluntary basis
by filmmakers, providing opportunities to get involved and support the movement,
and information on upcoming events and campaigns. Joining up will also mean you
get up to the minute information on all the new indie films coming out of Manchester.
The more people who become involved in the New Wave, the better it will become,
the more films will be made and the greater the success. Film Making is all about networking. Finding the right Writers, Producers, Directors, Actors and Technical People.
The New Wave is a collaborative effort involving every kind of art form.
The New Wave is actively looking for enthusiastic people to get involved in the movement. It needs you! Bring your talent and your vision and see it happen. It is an entirely
open movement, dedicated to helping you get your filmmaking projects off the ground.
With the New Wave, you have no excuses.
Make films.
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erally seem to appreciate board games
enough. Other than y’know, Scrabble,
Cluedo and my personal board game adversary MONOPOLY. Shops selling the less
known (obviously more interesting) games
are difficult to find – I would have no idea
such places existed if I didn’t also have a
slight interest in comics. I guess it’s the
same in board games as in pretty much
everything else, ever. Games can be quite
expensive, so if you’re short of cash, there’s
always a novelty game to be found in a
charity shop. For this reason I own two
copies of the brilliantly conceived Libel, a
game based on a hilarious set of circumstances involving the Coronation Street
character Ken Barlow.
As well as playing games, I’ve taken to designing and crafting my own games. My first game,
A Roll of the Dicey, with its appallingly bad pun name which verges on obscurantism, is based
on the UK parliament – a sort of British Die Macher. Players go as either Labour or Conservative and work their way along the backbenches, taking Events, My Dear Boy, Trivia (admittedly difficult) and Whip cards until they can usurp power and win.
GENERAL TIPS: There’s nothing worse than knowing you could score 100 points along the
triple words in Scrabble, only to lose concentration to someone whinging that you’re taking too
long because they’ve given up all hope of winning. Don’t whinge. The best games require deliberation throughout the whole game, and are still fun even when everyone knows who is
going to win. Of course sometimes the prima facie “winner” is not a foregone conclusion and
a dark horse emerges to take the game at the last minute.
In case you couldn’t tell, I’m still a definite gaming novice. I read the brilliant boardgamegeek
forums for recommendations and ideas. My wishlist includes: Power Grid, because it sounds
like the dorkiest thing ever and
Ticket to Ride, as a person who
finds pure joy in rail timetables
and connections.
GOOD places to go to that provide board games: Nexus Art
Cafe, The Lass o’Gowrie, FUEL in
Withington, Sandbar. I’m hoping
to start a board game club of
some sort soon, probably at
Nexus. Watch this space.
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Snow, a transformative cartography.

by EP Niblock

Cartography (in Greek chartis = map and graphein = write) is the study and practice of making geographical maps. Combining science, aesthetics, and technique, cartography builds
on the premise that reality can be modeled in ways that communicate spatial information effectively. link - http://www.freebase.com/view/en/Cartography
A transformative cartography reimagines the map not as ﬁxed or permanent but ﬂuid and
multi layered link - http://130.166.124.2/~aether/pdf/volume_03/lammes.pdf
………………………………….
The snow continued.
The moon, a cutlass slash in an ink-black sky, glittered over an icebitten Brunswick more
Brothers Grimm storyboard than inner city estate; the Mancunian Way a sinuous white river,
cars drifting silently by; the graveyard usually windswept and forlorn now a Byronesque ruin;
common or garden urban decay transformed into ﬁelds of arctic wilderness, desultory barbed
wire fences an armoury of stalactite daggers.
In the days that followed, the city held its breath and stayed indoors, venturing out for many
merely a tiresome battle with nature. for others it was an adventure playground, a winter
wonderland of impromptu opportunities to lark about, all snowball ﬁghts, elaborate snow
construction and spontaneous strolls. Cul de sacs became mini ice rinks and parks aspen ski
slopes, with tea trays, summer inﬂatables and handy ‘for sale’ signs reinvented as sledges,
snowboards and toboggans.
Each snowfall seemed to signpost yet more undetected enthusiasms, whimsies and idiosyncrasies, including a man sauntering through Hulme, large parakeet on shoulder; a lone
skier gliding eﬀortlessly on long poles towards Ardwick Green; a cheeky robin red breast
perched on the carotted nose of a jolly snowman in UMIST; a longlegged heron picking its
way across the Mancunian Way revetment and onwards through the underpass; a gaggle of
birdwatchers huddled in Heaton Park snapping squirrels, robins, jays and chaﬃnches against
a picture perfect alpine scene; a daisy chain of enthusiastic tobogganers hurtling down Blackley golf course connected only by one another’s jackets and a string of carrier bags…
But as the days progressed and the novelty of Narnia became just a slippery day to day normality, the ever present snow mapped another Brunswick – more workaday but equally fascinating - a world of otherwise intangible habits, gestures, rituals and routine suddenly
exposed, a noisy, visually arresting tapestry of footprints capturing the habitually elusive and
ephemeral, a daily trail of routes and journeys, of dog walking and jay walking, of exuberant
delight in treading fresh snow versus a pedantic desire to retain virgin crispness. an ephemeral

archaeology of everyday activity as fragile as bare feet in sand washed away by the
incoming tide….
In this cacophony of footprints a secret life of Brunswick and its inhabitants is disclosed. Far
from dominating the landscape as we like to think, in reality we share our space with other
populations, their daily routines etched intaglio style into the snow; a world with squirrels and
foxes as prevalent as pets, all busy navigating our alleys and ginnels, walking through our
playgrounds and nosying in back gardens, getting on with lives every bit as intricate as our
own; a world where pigeons prefer to walk up footbridges than ﬂy over them and cats make
their way across car parks from bonnet to bonnet rather than sidle around or beneath them;
of blackbirds, wagtails and sparrows as frequent as magpies, and where frozen canals testify
to a bustling thoroughfare of ducks, geese, coots, swans and passing seasonal visitors.
In his ‘Practices of Everyday Life’ De Certeau developed a new vocabulary for diﬀerentiating space and place where place is the ﬁxed, objective order of things and space how we deal
with spatiality as a ‘practiced place’. Extending this analogy to mapping and touring, maps can
be read as ‘frozen’ representations depicting environments as unchangeable and monumental, entirely at odds with the personal, animated way people actually navigate space in their
daily lives. Once upon a time mapping was simply a record of where we had been and how
we got there; itineraries essentially, with traces of the describers still visible. But over time
these maps have ever become ﬁxed and abstract and the describers (ourselves) have disappeared completely.
For De Certeau, our everyday activities animate place – civilian tactics in a battle to reclaim
our place in the grandiose isolating narrative of the planned city. And in each fresh ﬂurry of
snow our footprints map out this quotidian animation of place, outlining the itineraries of
the past 24 hours or less – those habitual, unnoticed, intangible traces doomed to remain undetectable in a future archaeological record.
Here in the snow is De Certeau’s ‘practiced place’, each mark a conversation or visual eavesdropping. Some are spontaneous, a snapshot capturing the exuberance of unselfconscious
playfulness, an unbridled celebration of the season, others more deliberate declarations or social messages, but mainly they are just business as usual, mundane minutiae of our day to day
lives. Whilst the ever present urban graﬃti and occasional vandalism cements the typical
clichés of the inner city, these traces in the snow tell another story, less well told, their sheer
number and proliferation eloquently describing a population that is altogether more convivial and productive than can normally be discerned, a cartography of our everyday world,
as told by the people who inhabit it. A map animated and enlivened by our intertwining invisibly retricate itineraries, just as De Certeau imagined, its describers (ourselves)
instated.
Manchester snowmen photographed by Andrew Beswick
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perched on the carotted nose of a jolly snowman in UMIST; a longlegged heron picking its
way across the Mancunian Way revetment and onwards through the underpass; a gaggle of
birdwatchers huddled in Heaton Park snapping squirrels, robins, jays and chaﬃnches against
a picture perfect alpine scene; a daisy chain of enthusiastic tobogganers hurtling down Blackley golf course connected only by one another’s jackets and a string of carrier bags…
But as the days progressed and the novelty of Narnia became just a slippery day to day normality, the ever present snow mapped another Brunswick – more workaday but equally fascinating - a world of otherwise intangible habits, gestures, rituals and routine suddenly
exposed, a noisy, visually arresting tapestry of footprints capturing the habitually elusive and
ephemeral, a daily trail of routes and journeys, of dog walking and jay walking, of exuberant
delight in treading fresh snow versus a pedantic desire to retain virgin crispness. an ephemeral

archaeology of everyday activity as fragile as bare feet in sand washed away by the
incoming tide….
In this cacophony of footprints a secret life of Brunswick and its inhabitants is disclosed. Far
from dominating the landscape as we like to think, in reality we share our space with other
populations, their daily routines etched intaglio style into the snow; a world with squirrels and
foxes as prevalent as pets, all busy navigating our alleys and ginnels, walking through our
playgrounds and nosying in back gardens, getting on with lives every bit as intricate as our
own; a world where pigeons prefer to walk up footbridges than ﬂy over them and cats make
their way across car parks from bonnet to bonnet rather than sidle around or beneath them;
of blackbirds, wagtails and sparrows as frequent as magpies, and where frozen canals testify
to a bustling thoroughfare of ducks, geese, coots, swans and passing seasonal visitors.
In his ‘Practices of Everyday Life’ De Certeau developed a new vocabulary for diﬀerentiating space and place where place is the ﬁxed, objective order of things and space how we deal
with spatiality as a ‘practiced place’. Extending this analogy to mapping and touring, maps can
be read as ‘frozen’ representations depicting environments as unchangeable and monumental, entirely at odds with the personal, animated way people actually navigate space in their
daily lives. Once upon a time mapping was simply a record of where we had been and how
we got there; itineraries essentially, with traces of the describers still visible. But over time
these maps have ever become ﬁxed and abstract and the describers (ourselves) have disappeared completely.
For De Certeau, our everyday activities animate place – civilian tactics in a battle to reclaim
our place in the grandiose isolating narrative of the planned city. And in each fresh ﬂurry of
snow our footprints map out this quotidian animation of place, outlining the itineraries of
the past 24 hours or less – those habitual, unnoticed, intangible traces doomed to remain undetectable in a future archaeological record.
Here in the snow is De Certeau’s ‘practiced place’, each mark a conversation or visual eavesdropping. Some are spontaneous, a snapshot capturing the exuberance of unselfconscious
playfulness, an unbridled celebration of the season, others more deliberate declarations or social messages, but mainly they are just business as usual, mundane minutiae of our day to day
lives. Whilst the ever present urban graﬃti and occasional vandalism cements the typical
clichés of the inner city, these traces in the snow tell another story, less well told, their sheer
number and proliferation eloquently describing a population that is altogether more convivial and productive than can normally be discerned, a cartography of our everyday world,
as told by the people who inhabit it. A map animated and enlivened by our intertwining invisibly retricate itineraries, just as De Certeau imagined, its describers (ourselves)
instated.
Manchester snowmen photographed by Andrew Beswick
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Stephen Scott (Harry) on the set
of Bog Standard © Arkid Studios

Make films, not excuses!
by Peter

Huntley and Chris Lane

THE NAME Manchester is synonymous with music and football, but there’s a growing
discontent with the lack of opportunity for cultural expression in the city in
other fields.
The North West New Wave is a creative and social movement in the North West of
England for indie filmmakers, by indie filmmakers.
The New Wave was born in 2009 when a number of individual artists and film makers discovered that they were all struggling along in the same direction, alone.
“We met largely through film nights; Kinofilm, Filmonik, and realised that we were
doing largely the same things.” said Colin Warhurst, director of Mancatten, one of the
first feature length films to come under the New Wave banner.
A group of individuals, swiftly coalesced into a movement with a desire to empower
DIY film making using the combined experience of a vast group of professionals.
The movement is still emerging from the underground, as awareness of the talent inherent in Manchester and the wider North West begins to spread, around Britain and
the World. But through film festivals and the exposure these bring, films from the New
Wave are now receiving major attention.
Diary of a Bad Lad, directed by Michael Booth and produced by Jon Williams was
made on a budget of just £5000 and is set for a UK theatrical release in late April, with
UK & Ireland DVD across the High St release late May/early June. This is the first major
success for the New Wave, less than a year since it began.
Jon said: “Indie filmmakers have to realise that when you’ve completed your film, the
job’s only half done. You have to be involved in every aspect of ‘getting it out there.’”
Film making encompasses a wealth of problems for the novice film maker. The New
Wave is dedicated to helping people overcome legal, technical and financial problems
in bringing their dreams to life.
The New Wave website www.northwestnewwave.org.uk is run on a voluntary basis
by filmmakers, providing opportunities to get involved and support the movement,
and information on upcoming events and campaigns. Joining up will also mean you
get up to the minute information on all the new indie films coming out of Manchester.
The more people who become involved in the New Wave, the better it will become,
the more films will be made and the greater the success. Film Making is all about networking. Finding the right Writers, Producers, Directors, Actors and Technical People.
The New Wave is a collaborative effort involving every kind of art form.
The New Wave is actively looking for enthusiastic people to get involved in the movement. It needs you! Bring your talent and your vision and see it happen. It is an entirely
open movement, dedicated to helping you get your filmmaking projects off the ground.
With the New Wave, you have no excuses.
Make films.
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erally seem to appreciate board games
enough. Other than y’know, Scrabble,
Cluedo and my personal board game adversary MONOPOLY. Shops selling the less
known (obviously more interesting) games
are difficult to find – I would have no idea
such places existed if I didn’t also have a
slight interest in comics. I guess it’s the
same in board games as in pretty much
everything else, ever. Games can be quite
expensive, so if you’re short of cash, there’s
always a novelty game to be found in a
charity shop. For this reason I own two
copies of the brilliantly conceived Libel, a
game based on a hilarious set of circumstances involving the Coronation Street
character Ken Barlow.
As well as playing games, I’ve taken to designing and crafting my own games. My first game,
A Roll of the Dicey, with its appallingly bad pun name which verges on obscurantism, is based
on the UK parliament – a sort of British Die Macher. Players go as either Labour or Conservative and work their way along the backbenches, taking Events, My Dear Boy, Trivia (admittedly difficult) and Whip cards until they can usurp power and win.
GENERAL TIPS: There’s nothing worse than knowing you could score 100 points along the
triple words in Scrabble, only to lose concentration to someone whinging that you’re taking too
long because they’ve given up all hope of winning. Don’t whinge. The best games require deliberation throughout the whole game, and are still fun even when everyone knows who is
going to win. Of course sometimes the prima facie “winner” is not a foregone conclusion and
a dark horse emerges to take the game at the last minute.
In case you couldn’t tell, I’m still a definite gaming novice. I read the brilliant boardgamegeek
forums for recommendations and ideas. My wishlist includes: Power Grid, because it sounds
like the dorkiest thing ever and
Ticket to Ride, as a person who
finds pure joy in rail timetables
and connections.
GOOD places to go to that provide board games: Nexus Art
Cafe, The Lass o’Gowrie, FUEL in
Withington, Sandbar. I’m hoping
to start a board game club of
some sort soon, probably at
Nexus. Watch this space.
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In praise of
boardgames
by

Catriona Gray

SITTING DOWN to play a
board game on a rainy day
with friends and biscuits is
the most idyllic thing imaginable. Other than maybe
the two things in the world which, according to Armando Iannucci, give us absolute happiness: taking the shrink wrap off a newly bought CD and seeing other people fail. Luckily, seeing other people fail can be a by-product of playing board games. Unfortunately, nobody buys
CDs anymore.
Back to board games. I was lucky enough to spend part of my Christmas holiday in a comfortable setting with nice food and drink, trying out new board games. As well as classics like
Risk, we played a game my boyfriend gave to me as a present called Mystery of the Abbey. A
thinly veiled adaptation of Umberto Eco’s novel “The Name of the Rose”, Mystery of the Abbey
is a medieval whodunit set in a French Abbey. Players judiciously make their way about abbey
finding clues, using their deductive skills to reveal the culprit (Novice Charles, it transpired in
a suspicious amount of games). It’s the small touches of this game that make it so fun to play
– being able to put other players in penance for misdemeanours such as “spilling communion
wine” and card which requires the game be conducted
entirely
in
Gregorian Chant. It’s infinitely better than
Cluedo and also the
“grown-up” version of
Cluedo, 221B Baker
Street, although I have a
vintage box for it and it is
beautiful. Sometimes the
graphics for board
games are so good they
made you buy something
nobody in their right
mind would ever play
vintage Twister.
In the UK we don’t gen-

On March 12, independent producer
Chris Lane, who lives and works in
Manchester, will be screening Bog
Standard, his new short film about a
toilet… in a toilet, and all readers of
The Shrieking Violet are invited!
The private screening will take
place in the toilet of the Dancehouse
Theatre (on Oxford Road, opposite
the BBC) every 15 minutes from 7.15
onwards, and to attend you need to
reserve your ticket by sending an
EMAIL
IN
ADVANCE
to
ticketline@bogstandardfilm.com with
details of your name, the names of
any guests you intend to bring and
your chosen time.
Full details and available times can
be found on the Bog Standard facebook page www.facebook.com/bogstandardfilm.
Chris is currently filming interviews
with the cast and crew of Bog Standard which will help to give an insight
into the filmmaking process. In the
meantime if you have any questions
about filmmaking in the North West,
Chris welcomes you to get in touch
and can be contacted directly on
07833 228 344.
Links:
North West New Wave
www.northwestnewwave.org.uk
www.facebook.com/northwestnewwave
http://twitter.com/NWNewWave
Bog Standard
www.bogstandardfilm.com
www.facebook.com/bogstandard
www.facebook.com/event.php?eid=326751767144
Film Nights in Manchester
www.kinofilm.org.uk
www.filmonik.com
Examples of Indie Films
www.mancattan.blogspot.com
www.bad-lad.com
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LA NOUVELLE SCENE FRANCAISE:
PART 1 RETURN TO ANALOGUE

by Adam Faulkner

FRENCH CULTURE is well renowned for exemplary cuisine, stunning architecture and trend setting fashion. However the cultural art form that is music
continues to struggle to make an impact on a world stage.
In the dance related arena, electronic acts such as Daft Punk, Air and in
recent years Justice have made large impacts on young party goers with
other acts from the Ed Banger and Institubes labels blaring out of
French clubs.
After some in-depth research into the French musical underbelly, there appears to be far more than electronic beats which keep the kids dancing.
The following acts, old and new, display invention in response to a relatively unknown musical field.
Phoenix are a four piece band who originated from an affluent suburb of
Paris, emanating from the same musical culture of the 1990s which produced
popular dance acts Air and Daft Punk. The alternative rock band have produced four albums spanning nine years, with the most recent Wolfgang
Amadeus Phoenix released this year. Phoenix recently toured Europe with
headline shows in the UK including London, Manchester and Birmingham.
Turzi clearly derive their musical sounds from the influences of specifically Kraut rock, highlighted by the persistent rhythm, and also progressive rock music, which leans towards the exploration of new and
experimental sounds. The music itself is described as ‘rock disciplinaire’,
which boasts a solid structure of repeated sound patterns. Turzi’s 2007
album ‘A’ exhibits the disciplinary rock perfectly by creating a structured
rhythm to which other sounds are added to and modified.
Of the same ilk is the French indie electronic duo Zombie Zombie, who
boast an impressive range of synthesisers from previous eras at the same
time attempting to keep analogue music alive in an unarguably digital era.
Like Turzi the electronic duo appears to be branching out from the French
electro scene and into a new clique of retro rock activity, which is reminiscent of Silver Apples and Neu!
These three bands may have started in the shadows of their popular electronic comrades but appear to be shining through in a response to their
success in the digital revolution. The digitalised exports dominate listener’s interpretations of the French music scene; however bands such as
these display a small analogue revolution to the dominating digital one.
Their repetitive and modified sounds exhibit there is much more to France
than digital electro beats encouraging listeners to not take for granted
a seemingly passing analogue age.
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to identify a fast-changing city scape. In the corridor space in between the shop and the entrance,
photographers documented often underlooked area of city life, with changing displays ranging from
portraits of the ‘goth’ and ‘emo’ kids who frequent Cathedral Gardens immediately outside URBIS
to affectionately shot greasy spoons and an overview of the of the Curry Mile.
URBIS showcased movements and ideas not usually found in museums, from Urban Exploration
— Andrew Paul Brooks’ photographs of hidden Manchester were taken with the help of the secret
network of clandestine adventurers — to guerrilla gardening, Manga, computer games, street art
and even hip-hop.
In a pessimistic opinion piece on the Culture24 website, however, URBIS’s creative executive
Vaughan Allen explores the failures of building a museum to popular culture:
“Attempts to found museums based around still-living, still-developing expressions of popular activity have floundered on one simple issue: if it's already out there, already happening, it can't be
captured and can't be (literally) encased.”
To him, the difficulty of capturing popular culture in a museum is “it’s about something that's fleetingly experienced and then passes away”. But surely the point of URBIS wasn’t to be or recreate
popular culture. As Sinclair implies in his description of URBIS, it’s merely a vessel to find out what
is going on that you may not have heard about, a starting point for other journeys
and adventures.
URBIS was drawn from the city, but it also reminded us of the world outside the city. Some exhibitions were backward looking and trading on past glories — celebrating 25 years since the opening of the Hacienda, for example, but at its best URBIS related Manchester to the wider world,
showing how we‘ve impacted on global events and they have changed the way we live. An exhibition on Emory Douglas and the often misunderstood Black Panthers, for instance, timed with the
election of the first African-American president, Barack Obama, with a link drawn to Manchester‘s
radical history and resistance to the slave trade. Similarly, Leon Reid IV’s installation ‘True Yank’
in Lincoln Square, which dressed a sombre statue of Abraham Lincoln in hip-hop clothes, as part
of the State of the Art: New York exhibition at URBIS, reminded Mancunians of a part of Manchester and its history that‘s often overlooked — Lincoln Square is so named because there‘s a
monument to the sacrifices made by the people of Manchester who boycotted cotton from the
southern American states during the civil war.
Like all good museums should, URBIS inspired discussion and debate. It was more than just a
place to go and look, to observe culture passively. URBIS held city tours, regular language sessions, adult education programmes, urban research forums and the acclaimed Reclaim mentoring
scheme. It hosted events such as festivals, the occasional gig and Manchester zine fest. It acted
as a meeting place and a showcase, holding awards, fashion shows and exhibitions of graduate
art and design.
As Sinclair notes, Ian Simpson’s towering glass structure is somewhat out of place with the historic buildings around it. But, at a certain time of day, as the sun turns the frosted glass on the
upper floors orange and sets over Manchester city centre in all directions, from the cathedral,
Chethams library and the dome of the Corn Exchange to the Arndale, Printworks and CIS tower,
it seems like the best place to watch Manchester past meet Manchester present and
Manchester future.
I won’t reserve judgement on the football museum until I’ve been. Who knows, maybe it will convert me and I will spend hours browsing the nation’s sporting history. But, until then, I’m afraid I think
the closure of URBIS is a big mistake.
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GARY RAN a small film production company, but ran out of money halfway
through the first project, having spent it on weed. He decided not to use the DV
footage and instead finished the film using the built-in camera on his computer.
It was initially going to be a documentary detailing the lives and works of what
he considered to be Manchester’s true underground. Musicians, artists, writers,
that kind of thing. He started by filming himself playing guitar in the front room,
making food, talking to himself and masturbating (although this part was never
intended for the final cut). Eventually, though, he just set the laptop on his stomach and filmed himself sleeping. He changed the title from Ee Y’are MCR to
Manchester Nap and decided it would be an art piece examining the notion of
movement as a means to personal satisfaction. He talked himself into believing
that stasis could be as self-gratifying as motion and began to spend more and
more time sleeping. He slept on the sofa mostly, as well as in his bed. Also at
the dining table, in the bath and on the hallway floor.
Nobody phoned, nobody visited, nobody wrote him letters or emails. When the
film was finished, nobody would show it. He contacted three cinemas in the local
area and the independent art-house theatre was the only one that would even entertain his verbal abstract. He felt aggrieved at the dissemination of cultural artefacts and decided that Hollywood would always have a hold over the film industry.
He took a pen and a sheet of paper and wrote down the following:
Western genius has been forced into submission by the demands of global
capitalism.
He put down the pen, picked a half-smoked joint out of the ashtray and finished
it. He began to feel sleepy. There was no point even switching the camera on.

Nick Mitchell is 34-years old and lives in Manchester. He is a musician of sorts
and runs the boutique record label Golden Lab Records, which takes-up barely
any of his time. Mostly, he writes short stories and has them rejected by publications he admires.
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My sister’s red cabbage
recipe (as told by Anthony Watt)
Red Cabbage from Yvonne Granell

2
Goodbye, URBIS (2002-2010)

by Natalie Bradbury

“This landlocked building, URBIS, sleek and unexpected, has turned its back on the
River Irwell, to face the town and its compact, self-contained centre. Shivering in its glass
cladding like a customised iceberg, Urbis belongs to a fleet…[of] boats which do not travel
but are themselves the inspiration for travel by others: visitor destinations, attractors,
flexible in usage, weather - resistant, brought into being with the death of the industrial
process.” Iain Sinclair, London based writer and psychogeographer, who was commissioned to
visit and produce a response to Manchester in summer 2009, quoted in the best-of URBIS exhibition URBIS Has Left the Building: Six Years of the Best Exhibitions in Pop Culture.

1 small red cabbage
350g (12-oz) cooking apples (about 2 medium sized) peeled, cored
and chopped
150-ml water (1/4 pint)
40g (1 1/2 oz) sugar (brown)
1 x 5-ml (1 teaspoon) salt
3 cloves
5 x 5-ml (5 teaspoons) vinegar
50g (2-oz) butter
1 x 15-ml (1 teaspoon) redcurrant jelly

Cooking time 45 minutes

Finely shred the cabbage, removing the hard stalk and place with
the apples and water in a pan.
Add sugar, salt & cloves, cover and simmer till tender (about
45 minutes). Remove cloves, add the vinegar, butter and redcurrant jelly and stir until the butter has melted.
Taste and adjust seasoning.
To freeze: turn into a rigid carton. cool, cover, label.
To serve: thaw overnight in the fridge, put in a non-stick pan
& reheat gently.

At 6pm on Saturday 27 February, the museum known as URBIS shut its doors forever. After its
exhibitions have been dismantled, it will be refitted before reopening again as the National Football Museum in 2011. Read the Manchester Evening News or the City Council website and they’re
full of triumph about how the city has won the National Football Museum from Preston, and what
a benefit it will be to the city. Manchester is famous world-over for football. The football museum
was struggling in Preston and URBIS, a sort of awkward, unwieldy hybrid of popular culture forum
and city museum, was failing to attract enough visitors. The idea was simple: quietly close one of
Manchester’s flagship post-bomb projects (as Sinclair puts it, ‘an icon for the new theology of capital and regeneration’), which wasn’t doing as well as hoped, and replace it with a sure-fire
crowd pleaser.
I, along with many others, was sad about URBIS closing, but didn’t realise the full extent of what
the city will be losing until I went to say my final goodbyes by visiting the URBIS Has Left the
Building retrospective.
On the sunny Saturday I went, URBIS was packed. Children ran through the displays, teenagers
lurked in groups, couples scrutinised displays intently. It was alive with a cross-section of the city.
By the message boards, where people could pin their comments, the conversations I overheard expressed shock and dismay. Reading the comments, a theme emerged; ‘We like football, but we like
URBIS better’. ‘We like football BUT… there’s more to Manchester than football’. People are interested in football, but we already all know Manchester likes football. The people of Preston were,
understandably, upset about losing their museum (facebook groups were formed both to keep the
football museum in Preston and URBIS in Manchester), and it seems that even those in Manchester who like football are upset about losing theirs.
Manchester has a great variety of museums, dedicated to all manner of specialist topics — from
the police to the Pankhursts, the working classes to transport. But URBIS was separate. Its name
means literally ‘from the city’. Museums dedicated to one subject are the type of place you might
visit as a one off, out of curiosity, but unless you’re a real enthusiast, you’re unlikely to visit again
and again. URBIS, on the other hand, by being so broad, attracted what Sinclair termed ‘casual pilgrims’, from tourists wondering where to start to Mancunians who could discover sides to the city
they’d never seen before.
Some of my favourite exhibitions at URBIS were encountered before you even reached the main
exhibition space. Aidan O’Rourke’s Manchester epic mega-photo in the foyer challenged you to try
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Shrieking Violet.

It’s annoying when people go on about the weather — fixate on Manchester’s
raininess for example, but it would seem a bit spoilsportish to let the winter pass
without commenting on the record amounts of snow we seem to have had
this year.
The city has been veiled in fluffy showers and carpeted in crunchy white stuff more often
than has happened for a long time The city has been transformed with rare sights - rows
of icicles hanging from the Store Street bridge. Canals completely frozen over with footprints down the middle where foolhardy folk have taken shortcuts across them. Snowmen
of all shapes and sizes adding to the human population. Jutland Street, steepest street in
the city centre, transformed into a snowboarding slope.
Just when it thaws and you think it’s almost spring, it’s back again.
A few weeks ago when it seemed that all the snow had gone, I went for a cycle ride along
the Ashton Canal, taking advantage of one of those perfect winter sunsets covered with
puffy, swollen clouds, yellow like fading bruises. A huge, orange-yellow moon was swinging
low in the sky. As I got out towards Sportcity the wispy tones of an icecream van struck up
amongst the boarded up housing estates of Ancoats — just before a powdery shower of
snow fell out of nowhere. A bizarre experience. And when I got back to the city centre
no-one believed I had been snowed on! But
in the few weeks since then, we’ve had more
isolated snow showers, so it looks like we
haven’t seen the back of the winter yet and
Euphemia P Niblock has written a far more
eloquent tribute than I ever could.
It would also be a shame to let an issue
pass without mourning the loss of URBIS,a
Manchester icon which will never see another spring.
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Experimental mushroom soup
I SEE soup-making as a creative act: it's got all the ingredients that go into a normal meal, but
blended together to make something new. Things that are good by themselves are even better in close proximity with something else.
Serves three reasonably generously (I ALWAYS find that soup recipes feed far fewer people than
they claim to).
Takes less than half an hour.
Just over 400g mushrooms (I couldn't decide which to buy. I spent a while looking at the closed
cup type before deciding that they were a bit pale and polite looking and I wanted my soup to
be a dark, speckly, satisfying colour. The large, flat variety looked more exciting - I love the
pleated texture on their undersides and the contrast in colours between rock-coloured off-white
and earthy, foresty brown . 400g was six of these.).
4-5 cloves of garlic, depending how much garlic you like (I generally feel like a meal isn't a real
meal if it hasn't got any garlic in it)
Four tablespoons butter (or vegetarian/vegan equivalent.)
Four tablespoons flour
600ml milk (or vegetarian/vegan equivalent)
500ml vegetable stock
Up to about 200ml water
One and a half teaspoons lemon juice
Nutmeg
Salt and pepper to season
Melt the butter in a large pan. Add the garlic, chopped, and mushrooms, chopped into cubes,
and stir so they are all covered by butter (as much as is reasonably possible depending on the
space in your pan). Fry on a low heat until they start to look cooked - ie, glossy and a darker
colour than they were before you started.
Stir in the milk gradually and stir a few times.
Add the flour gradually and stir. Turn up the heat and the soup will thicken.
Add the stock gradually, stirring all the while. Add water if your soup is looking thicker than
you want it to.
Add the lemon juice and stir in.
Using a hand blender, blend the soup until it is as smooth as you want it to be.
Add more water if desired.
Finely grate some nutmeg on top - not much, just a sprinkling, then stir in.
Season with salt and lots of black pepper.
Eat with lots of toasted, crusty bread and butter.
by Natalie Bradbury
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Good things happening soon
Monday March 1, University Challenge, BBC2,
8pm. The University of
Manchester take on
Edinburgh
in
the
quarter finals.
Tuesday 2 - Saturday 6
March, Bill Liar, Oldham
Coliseum. Stage adaptation of Keith Waterhouse’s
classic Yorkshire satire.
Free tickets for Under 26s
with A Night Less Ordinary scheme.
Saturday March 6, You!
Me! Dancing!, Night &
Day. New indie-pop disco.
(monthly)
Saturday 6-Sunday 28
March, Viva!, Cornerhouse. Annual festival of
Spanish and Latin American culture with film, food,
art and discussions. Other
March highlights include
Banksy’s graffiti film Exit
Through the Gift Shop
and US food industry expose Food, Inc (both from
Friday March 5), and Artic
mockumentary Beyond
the Pole (from March 19).
Sunday March 7, International Women’s Day. Includes
events
at
Manchester Town Hall.
People’s
History
of
Hulme, meet at Kim by
the Sea, 1pm. Psychogeographic treasure hunt
around Hulme featuring
performers and musi-

cians, organised by the
Loiterers
Resistance
Movement. Part of Single
Cell Collective’s Marchlong Finding Zion festival,
a celebration of the history and creativity of
Hulme. Continues with
For Folk’s Sake (Zion Arts
Centre,
March
18),
Noiz@Zion musical workshop (March 20), People’s
Kitchen Meal and Hulme
Film Night (Zion Arts Centre, March 23) and Hulme
Busking (March 27). (See
www.findingzion.org.uk
for more details)
Victoria Baths open day,
9.30am.
Manchester’s
water palace reopens
after the winter break with
a vintage fair and sculpture show. (monthly)
Wednesdays March 10
and 24, Pull Yourself Together, Common. Indiepop night. (twice monthly)
Friday March 12, Bog
Standard, The Dancehouse. Independent film
preview screened in a toilet (see article on p 10)
Your Mama’s Cookin’,
Ruby Lounge. Rock ‘n’ roll
night with dance and knitting lessons. (monthly)
Shake It Shake It, Star
and Garter, Art pop night.
(monthly)
Saturday March 13, 69

Live Songs, 24 Turner
Street. Manchester bands
play through the entirety
of the classic Magnetic
Fields album in a basement in the Northern
Quarter to belatedly
celebrate
its
10th
anniversary.
Saturdays March 13 and
27,
Underachievers
Please Try Harder, Saki
Bar, Rusholme. Classic
indie disco with live
bands. (twice monthly)
Sunday 14-Sunday 28
March, The Obvious
Manifesto, Rogue Studios, Chapeltown Street.
Maze like warren of
artists’ studios in Ancoats
with gallery space. Drawings and prints by Richard
Shields and Mike ChavezDawson.
Wednesday March 17,
Victoria Baths Swimming
Club,
Levenshulme
Baths, 7pm. Friends of
Victoria Baths swim in another old pool. (monthly)
Times New Viking, Deaf
Institute. Fuzzy American
indie.
Thursday March 18,
Young Adult Friction, Saki
Bar, Rusholme.
Band
night plus DJs. (monthly)
Furthur, Star and Garter.
Golden Lab’s alternative
disco. (monthly)

Friday March 19, Magnetic Fields, Manchester
Cathedral. Stephin Merritt’s baroque pop in the
magnificent cathedral at a
rare live show.
Asparagus Next Left, Star
and Garter. DIY indie
disco. (monthly)
Saturday March 20,
Mancunian Way Walking
Tour, 1pm. Manchester
Modernist Society and
Manchester Metropolitan
University offer a free tour
of Manchester’s Highway
in the Sky. Recommended.
Eff Tee Ell, Fuel, Withington. Party night with live
bands. (monthly)
Sunday March 21, Thee
Silver Mt. Zion Orchestra,
Academy 3. Experimental
and epic indie.
Tuesday March 23, Tindersticks,
Manchester
Cathedral.
Orchestral,
cinematic indie with the
uniquely beautiful voice of
Stuart Staples.
Wednesday March 31
(runs until May 8), The
Comedy of Errors, The
Royal Exchange. Shakespeare comedy. 50 free
tickets for Under 26s on
Friday nights with A Night
Less Ordinary, cheap tickets on Monday nights too.

Things that might be in the next issue: Trains, feminism, recipes, photographs, creative writing, illustration, music, things to make and do and more.

Snow ♦ URBIS ♦ Boardgames ♦ Creative writing ♦ French music ♦ North West New Wave ♦ Soup ♦ Cabbage

